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Gramin Krishi Mausam Sewa
India Meteorological Department

Acharya N.G. Ranga Agriculture University
Lam, Guntur, Andhra Pradesh          

Agromet Advisory Bulletin
Date : 15-05-2020

Weather Forecast of Y.S.R.(Kadapa)(Andhra Pradesh) Issued On : 2020-05-15(Valid Till 08:30 IST of the next 5 days)

Date
(y-m-d)

Rainfall
(mm)

Tmax
(°C)

Tmin
(°C)

RH I
(%)

RH II
(%)

Wind Speed
(kmph)

Wind Direction
(Degree)

cloud cover
(Octa)

2020-05-16 0.0 39.0 28.0 70 41 12.0 108 7
2020-05-17 9.0 39.0 28.0 78 41 11.6 116 8
2020-05-18 6.0 39.0 28.0 72 38 14.9 288 8
2020-05-19 0.0 40.0 29.0 71 41 12.9 288 6
2020-05-20 0.0 40.0 29.0 70 43 12.5 288 6

Weather Summary/Alert:

As per the forecast received from Meterological Centre, Hyderabad, light rainfall (6.0 – 9.0 mm) is
expected on 17th to 18th May during next five days in Y.S.R Kadapa dist. The maximum temperature
will be 39.0-40.0 °C and minimum temperature will be 28.0-29.0 °C. Morning relative humidity will be
70-78 % and afternoon relative humidity will be 38-43 %. Mainly north west winds with a speed of
11.6-14.9 kmph will blow during the next five days.
��వరణ �ం�ద�, �ద��� �� �చన �ర�, �.ఎ�.అ� కడప ���� ��� 5
��ల� 17 మ�� 18 ��ల� ��క�� వర � �చన(6.0 – 9.0 �.�) కల�. పగ�
ఉ�� �గత� 39.0-40.0 ���ల ���య� మ�� ��� 28.0-29.0 ���ల ���య� �
న���వ�� . ��� �మ ఉదయ� �ట 70-78 మ�� మ�� హ� ం �ట 38-43 �తం
న�� అ��  అవ�శం ఉం�. ��వ�  �శ� ��� గంట� 11.6-14.9 �.� �గం� ��
అవ�శం ఉం�.

General Advisory:

Guidelines for farmers and farming sector during lockdown period due to COVID-19 Measures of
personal hygiene and social distancing to be followed by those engaged in harvesting of all field crops,
fruits, vegetables, eggs and fishes before, during and after executing the field operation.Maintain safe
distance of 3-4 feet during rest, taking of meals, transfer of produce at collection point,
loading/unloading. Prefer mechanized operations over the manual wherever feasible. Only the essential
���-19 �రణం� �� �� సమయం� ��ల� మ�� వ� వ�య రం���
సంబం�ం�న �ర� దర� �� వ� � �గత ��భత మ�� ���క �రం, అ��  వ� వ�య
ఉత� ��� అన� �న� ం, పం��,�ర� య�, ����, �ప� �త/ ప�� సమయం � ప�
�� అంద� తప� �స�� ��ం��.���ం� ���� సమయం�, �జన సమయం�,
పంట� ఒక దగ �ర� ���  సమయం� , �� ఎ�� సమయం� మ�� �ం� సమయం�
ఒక�� ఒక� 3-4 అ��ల �రం తప� � స�� ��ం��.వ� వ�య ప�ల� ��నంత
వర� యం��ల� ����ం��, అవసరం �ర� ��త� వ�
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SMS Advisory:

After completion of crops farmers are advised to collect soil samples and get it analysed in the labs.
పంట� ��� అ�న త��త ��� మ�� న��� �క�ం� ��ర ప��
��ం����.

Crop Specific Advisory:

Crop(Varieties) Crop Specific Advisory

RICE

As there is rainfall forecast for next five days, Farmers are advised to not take up
harvesting, threshing and drying of rice and those who already harvested, move the
produce to gowdowns or cover the produce with plastic sheets in view of rainfall
forecast.
��న�  ఐ� ��ల� వర � �చన ఉన� ం�న ��� వ� �త�, ��� �
మ�� �న� ం� ఆర�ట�డం వం�� �య�డ�. ఇ� వర� �త�
�ప��న ��� �న� ం� ���ల� �� �� �� ��� �ట�� �� క�� �.

Horticulture Specific Advisory:

Horticulture
(Varieties) Horticulture Specific Advisory

BANANA

Considering soil types give irrigation for 2-3 days in light soils and for heavy soils give
irrigation for 4-5 days. Spary potaasium sulphate 0.5 % + glue for every 10-15 days on
entire crop in such way that complete plant will be witted and will help the banana crop
summer high temperatures.
�ల స� �వం మ�� ��వరణ ప����ల� అ��ణం� ��క �ల��  �ం�
�ం� �� ��ల� మ�� బ��న �ల��  ��� �ం� ఐ� ��ల�
�� ��� �. 10-15 ��ల� ఒక �� ���యం స�� � (0.5 �తం) మం�
��వ��� ,��� మం� � క�� �� ���� త�� �ధం� ���� ��న
యడల, అర�� �స� ఉ�� �గతల � త�� �� శ� � క���ం�.

MANGO

Arrange 6-7 Methyl Euginol, 0.1% + Malathion, 0.1% soaked wood traps per acre for
protecting the fruits from fruit fly.
���� పం� ఈగ �� �ం� పండ�� ����వ��� ��� ����
0.1% + మ���� 0.1% ��వణం� �న���న �క�  ఎరల�
ఏ�� ������

CHILLI

The present weather conditions are favourable for incidence of thrips and mites in chilli.
For control of thrips spray acephate @1.5 g or diafenthiuron @1.5 g per lit of water and
spray omite @ 1.0 ml per lit of water to control mite after rainfall stopped.
�ప��త ��వరణ ప����ల� �రప � �మర ���� మ�� న�� ఆ�ం�
నష� ప�� అవ�శం ఉం�. �మర ���ల ��రణ� అ��� 1.5 �� ��
డ��� థ���1.5 �� మ�� న�� ��రణ� ఒ�� 1.0 �.� �ట�
��� క�� వ ర �ం పడ� ��న ���� �����

Others(Soil Testing/Conservation /Land Preparation Specific Advisory:

Others(Soil
Testing/Conservation

/Land
Preparation(Varieties)

Others(Soil Testing/Conservation /Land Preparation Specific Advisory
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Others(Soil
Testing/Conservation

/Land
Preparation(Varieties)

Others(Soil Testing/Conservation /Land Preparation Specific Advisory

LAND
PREPARATION

Farmers are advised to go for deep ploughing by utilizing the rain fall receives
in coming days as it will break the hard pans in the soil and it will helps to
increase the storage capacity of the soil besides that it will expose the
vegetative propagules of the cyperus species and pupal stages of the pests and
get killed.
��� ��ల� ��� వ��ల� ఉప��ం��� �� ��� �
��� ��. �� వలన �� �� గ�� �ర� ��ంచడం� ��
�ల� ��� �ల�  ఉం��� �మర�� ం � ��, �ంగ, గ�క వం�
�ం� �� క�� �క� �, �� �పల �శస� దశ� ఉన�  ����
�� వ��  ఎండ ���� చ����.


